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Implementation of Advocates and Allies Programs to Support and Promote Gender Equity in Academia

Despite increasing attention and progress, the goal of achieving gender equity remains elusive across academic disciplines, particularly engineering. In 2008, North Dakota State University received an NSF ADVANCE Institutional Transformation grant to increase the participation of women in faculty and administrative positions and to address institutional deficiencies in recruitment, retention, advancement, and climate. One unique and effective initiative of North Dakota State University’s ADVANCE project is the development, implementation, and sustainment of an Advocates and Allies program. Recognizing the vital role of majority groups (in this case men) to sustain or change institutional culture, the Advocates and Allies program intentionally establishes a network of trained male faculty who work with other male faculty to promote gender equity. The success of the Advocates and Allies model has attracted national attention, including published papers, invited presentations and webinars, broadly disseminated advocacy tips, and adoption and implementation of Advocates and Allies programs at multiple institutions.

To encourage broader adoption of the Advocates and Allies model, we discuss in this paper the implementation of Advocates and Allies programs at the original ADVANCE institution as well as four additional institutions. These institutions represent a mixture of characteristics such as public/private, research/teaching, size, geographic, and other diversity elements. To begin, we summarize the theoretical and empirical frameworks supporting the use of men as change agents to promote gender equity, and then we overview the essential elements of the Advocates and Allies model. Next, we describe the institutional context of the original ADVANCE institution, detail the format and implementation of its Advocates and Allies program while paying particular attention to institution-specific factors, and then highlight the successes and challenges in establishing, operating, and sustaining the Advocates and Allies group. This follows with individual descriptions for the four additional institutions. The paper concludes by identifying common themes in the implementation of Advocates and Allies programs and providing recommendations for other institutions to begin their own Advocates and Allies programs.

Background
Science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields continue to exhibit gender bias and to lack gender diversity. According to the National Science Foundation’s (NSF) biennial report, 51% of US scientists and engineers are white males even though they only represent 31.3% of the population. Women represent 50.9% of the US population yet only account for 28% of the science and engineering workforce. The situation is dire across STEM fields in academia, particularly engineering. The NSF National Center for Science and Engineering Statistics reports that in 2013, only 14.5% of tenure-line engineering faculty were women. Despite progress in hiring practice and promotion, white men continue to dominate top organizational positions and “inequality regimes continue to be relatively resistant” to change1.

Underrepresentation is only a part of the problem. The literature is replete with studies that show how women are disadvantaged (and men therefore advantaged), particularly in STEM. Compared to their equal male counterparts, studies suggest that: women job candidates are rated as less qualified2,3 and offered lower salaries and support4, women receive poorer letters of
recommendation\textsuperscript{5}, women faculty are evaluated lower in research and publication productivity and quality\textsuperscript{6}, women faculty are rated lower in teaching or must use more time-intensive methods\textsuperscript{7}, women scientists are less likely to be recognized for research and other contributions (the so-called Matilda effect)\textsuperscript{8}, and the list goes on and on. Despite overwhelming evidence of gender bias, preliminary studies also suggest that men are more likely to reject such findings of sexism in STEM\textsuperscript{9}. Since men constitute the dominant group in most STEM departments, it is clear that men need to play a key role in working toward gender equity.

Many efforts to promote gender equity are structural in nature and do not address the day-to-day lived experiences of individuals within institutions. Such top-down structural adjustment approaches are necessary though insufficient to the multifaceted task of institutional transformation. Difficult social problems such as gendered inequities benefit from dynamic bottom-up approaches in which individuals with social power are seen as important change agents. One such approach is the intentional cultivation of social justice – in this case, gender equity – allies, an idea that has received much recent attention, justification, and research\textsuperscript{10-13}. The growing presence of online gender equity advocacy organizations also testifies to the need and effectiveness of men as gender justice allies (see for example, Men Advocating Real Change at http://onthemarc.org/home).

**The Advocates and Allies Concept**

As applied to academia, the Advocates and Allies concept was originated and developed by North Dakota State University and is based on a theory of change that speaks to the role that masculinities and male culture play in shaping men’s behavior and institutional climate\textsuperscript{14}. Factors that promote men’s engagement in gender equity work include increasing awareness about unconscious bias and gender inequity, helping men develop a personal motivation for engaging in gender equity efforts, utilizing male role models, providing opportunities for male-only dialogues, and engagement in solution-building. Barriers include apathy, fear of status loss, and lack of knowledge about gender inequities\textsuperscript{15}. Additional theory and research indicate that there are key stages in the development of an ally identity and effective ally behaviors\textsuperscript{16-21}. Overall, there appears to be accord among investigators such that (1) potential allies must first understand unearned advantage and how it works in their own lives as well as how it impacts the lives of systemically disadvantaged persons; (2) successful ally development approaches educate, inspire, and support members of the dominant group; and (3) allies need opportunities to explore and practice ally behaviors, and hold themselves accountable to non-dominant group members. These components are interdependent; together they support the development of ally identities.

Keeping these factors in mind, the goals of Advocates and Allies programs are to: (1) educate men faculty about gender inequity in academia; (2) introduce men faculty to strategies for bringing about positive change in their departments and colleges; and (3) build a supportive network of male Advocates and Allies for all faculty. Advocates and Allies programs provide two basic levels of participation to accommodate different levels of availability and commitment.

Advocates are men faculty with a strong commitment and record of supporting women faculty in their department, colleges, and the university. Advocates are active and effective proponents of gender diversity and equity, specifically in terms of increasing the number of female faculty,
encouraging the hiring and promotion of female faculty in administrative positions, and ensuring the fair and equitable treatment of women within partner institutions. They are committed to increasing their understanding of gender bias and its impact on the academic careers of women. At North Dakota State University, Advocates meet at least monthly and work toward specific goals and outcomes, including the development and delivery of training programs for male faculty who are interested in becoming Allies and the organization of informal Ally follow-up meetings to discuss recommended readings and case studies.

Allies are men faculty, who participated in gender equity (Ally) training and sign an agreement stating they are willing to identify themselves as allies for faculty women and gender equity. They are expected to take action primarily within their departments including: speaking up at a meeting, inviting female colleagues to collaborate on research, or serving on a committee in place of their female colleagues to reduce the inequity in service loads. At North Dakota State University, allies serve as a pool from which future Advocates can be selected.

With the background, theoretical frameworks, and Advocates and Allies program overviews complete, we now chronologically describe five institutions that have implemented Advocates and Allies programs.

**North Dakota State University**

North Dakota State University is a land grant university in the upper Great Plains with around 700 ranked faculty and instructors in seven academic colleges that serves approximately 14,500 undergraduate and graduate students. North Dakota State University continues to grow in its research capabilities and has achieved the Carnegie Foundation’s “Research Universities/Very High Research Activity” category. The undergraduate student population is roughly 45% women. Nine undergraduate programs in engineering are offered and approximately 10% of the degrees are awarded to female students. Prior to being awarded an NSF ADVANCE IT grant, the percentage of tenured women faculty rose over five years from 4.5% to 9.8% – an increase partially attributable to the self-initiated FORWARD committee. Still, this percentage of tenured women placed our institution as one of the lowest in AAUP’s 2006 Faculty Gender Equity Indicators study.22

The ADVANCE FORWARD project was developed by a group of women and men faculty and administrators in response to institutional research that documented a scarcity of women in STEM faculty positions and academic administrative roles and revealed a “chilly” workplace climate for women faculty. An important theme of many ADVANCE FORWARD initiatives is the intentional engagement of male faculty and administrators to achieve institutional transformation in support of gender equity. For example, men are recruited as members of the Commission on the Status of Women Faculty, which focuses on policy change. Climate and Gender Equity research and mid-career mentoring grants, funded by the ADVANCE FORWARD project, are open to men. By both design and default, men are included in Gender and Climate workshops and trainings specifically tailored to faculty and/or administrators. Pedagogical Lectures, Promotion to Professor Panels, New Faculty Orientations, and Provost’s Chair Forums offer ongoing professional development opportunities. The most unique element of the ADVANCE FORWARD project, however – and one that is central to the recruitment of, and ongoing support for, male partners to our initiatives – is the Advocates and Allies program.
To initiate its Advocates and Allies program, ADVANCE FORWARD leadership distributed, with the endorsement and support of top university administration, a campus-wide call for applications and also extended personal invitations to select colleagues. These efforts produced the first set of eight Advocates. Personal recruitment was, and continues to be, more effective in attracting applications than campus-wide solicitations. The initial group size of eight was large enough to form a diverse and effective team yet small enough to keep the team manageable, nimble, and adaptable. Of the eight initial Advocates, five had partners employed as faculty by the university; these relationships and shared experiences definitely contributed to the recruitment and commitment of these Advocates. Although Advocates were initially paid a $500 stipend for their first year of efforts, no Advocates have indicated that this compensation played a deciding factor in their decision to participate. To the contrary, many expressed discomfort in accepting money for serving as Advocates. Compensation, in the form of course release, travel money, summer salary, or graduate student support, has helped encourage men to volunteer as Advocate coordinator, whose role is to call meetings, arrange rooms, set agendas, serve as liaison with the ADVANCE FORWARD steering committee, guide Advocates to priority activities, and other time-intensive tasks.

While STEM is the primary focus of the NSF ADVANCE program, Advocate membership is drawn from the entire campus community. Approximately half of the original Advocates were STEM and half were non-STEM. This balance was and remains crucial in developing and maintaining a functional group. The STEM Advocates are more likely to understand the difficult conditions unique to women in STEM fields while the non-STEM Advocates are more likely to possess relevant social-sciences backgrounds and experiences, such as campus involvement with anti-racism, SafeZone, and counseling programs. For example, the majority of non-STEM Advocates are well acquainted with the ideas of unconscious bias and male privilege while the majority of STEM Advocates are, at least initially, generally unfamiliar or unacquainted with these concepts. On the other hand, STEM Advocates are often more likely than non-STEM advocates to understand STEM realities and mindsets, to have worked in male-dominated departments, or to have witnessed workplace gender bias, sometimes at egregious levels. Ally training is almost always conducted using a balance of STEM and non-STEM Advocate trainers. During any particular year of the North Dakota State University Advocates and Allies program, there have been roughly eight to twelve active Advocates, with a total of more than 25 different Advocates during the seven-year program history. Advocates serve one year renewable terms where some Advocates serve only one year, others serve multiple years (sometimes with gaps), and two Advocates have served since the beginning. The Advocate coordinator coordinates special readings and discussions for newly recruited Advocates, who often lack the background and experience of seasoned Advocates.

To ensure successful and sustainable operation, several key components are integrated into the North Dakota State University Advocates organization, including, among others, formalized and regular group meetings, raising personal awareness through group readings and discussions, development and regular delivery of Ally training by Advocates, Advocate organization of follow-up Ally meetings, and continual task coordination between Advocates and ADVANCE FORWARD leadership. Such intentional structure and tasks help provide group focus, motivation, and sense of purpose. While some level of autonomy and independence is desirable,
the Advocates group strives to serve the needs and priorities of ADVANCE FORWARD. To foster accountability, Advocates develop yearly action plans and report on their progress toward meeting their action goals, all of which are shared with the group and ADVANCE FORWARD leadership.

Ongoing evaluation of the Advocates and Allies program confirms that it is having a positive impact on participating male faculty as well as North Dakota State University. We first consider the impacts at North Dakota State University. Since the inception of the Advocates and Allies program, more than 25 Advocates and nearly 200 Allies have been recruited, trained, and deployed across most academic departments. Among STEM, 86% of male faculty in science and math and 40% of male faculty in engineering have participated in Ally training. Among the male faculty who attended Ally training, 87.9% agreed that they would be able to implement new strategies to promote a more equitable climate for women faculty. Additionally, 91.1% of the attendees stated that their knowledge of unconscious gender bias and its impact on university climate had increased as a result of Ally training. More broadly, 76.5% of the faculty responding to a 2014 ADVANCE FORWARD campus-wide climate survey reported that the Advocates and Allies program had a positive impact on their experience of climate at North Dakota State University. Male STEM faculty members who had attended Ally training reported increased understanding of the value of university policies to promote work-life balance (e.g., partner hiring, child bearing leave, and extensions of the tenure clock policies) as well as demonstrated greater awareness of the challenges that faculty members with children might experience. In fact, individual Advocates and Allies have contributed to updating many of these and other university policies. To provide another example, more women have been recognized for university awards and honors, such as the North Dakota State University distinguished lecture series, since Advocates began to actively monitor institutional opportunities and suggest women for nomination.

An external reviewer who conducted interviews and focus groups among Advocates found that the program led to a positive personal impact, a growing awareness about gender inequity, and a realization that they [Advocates] could impact climate. Focus groups with Allies revealed positive changes in terms of increased understanding, greater awareness of women faculty’s perspectives, and appreciation of the impact of climate. Focus groups with women faculty also noted benefits resulting from the Advocates and Allies program.

The success of the Advocates and Allies program at North Dakota State University has attracted increasing attention in recent years. As a result, North Dakota State University Advocates have provided Ally training to over 100 male faculty and administrators at four different institutions: Louisiana Tech University, West Virginia University, Lehigh University, and University of Maine. Evaluations have been consistently positive (>90%). For example, 93.3% of participating men noted they would be able to implement new strategies to promote a more equitable climate for women faculty on their campuses. Furthermore, North Dakota State University Advocates returned to West Virginia University and University of Maine to help facilitate formal Advocates programs at those institutions. Additional outreach and dissemination has included conference papers and presentations, invited presentations and webinars, and broadly disseminated advocacy tips.
Social cognitive theory\textsuperscript{25} and the extension of this theory to career development\textsuperscript{26} and work satisfaction\textsuperscript{27,28} provide the underlying theory that informs the project. Bakken et. al.\textsuperscript{25} proposed that research career development in the medical field be studied from a social cognitive perspective\textsuperscript{26,29} that considers the multiple environments central to one’s life and work. The authors suggested that interventions be focused on 1) reducing role conflicts imposed by multiple environments, 2) providing continuity of training efforts, 3) creating a positive and rewarding mentoring culture, 4) and incorporating and evaluating efforts to increase one’s research self-efficacy beliefs. Lent and Brown\textsuperscript{28} initially proposed a model for work satisfaction that extends their scholarship on Social Cognitive Career Theory\textsuperscript{26}. In this process model, the authors posit that work satisfaction is influenced by 1) one’s affective traits, 2) participation in goal-directed activities, 3) environmental supports and resources, 4) work self-efficacy and 5) both expected and received works, conditions, and outcomes. Lent and Brown\textsuperscript{28} proposed that interventions be targeted to those that are likely to impact work satisfaction. Considering these various influences on work satisfaction and the intervening areas, our project has focused on environmental supports and resources to promote work satisfaction and retention of women and men in the college that should yield gains in women’s satisfaction and therefore, retention and promotion.

The original initiatives focused on providing a more supportive climate for women faculty in STEM included a faculty mentoring program, a faculty lunch program featuring seminars about gender-related issues, and a work-life policies effort. Given the progress made over the first three years of the project by male faculty and administrators in acknowledging and understanding the climate-related issues on our campus through our series of distinguished lectures and targeted workshops, an Advocates and Allies Program for male faculty was begun in year four of the project in response to queries from male faculty on ways that they could support and advance change. The program kicked off with three training sessions by male faculty from North Dakota State University’s Advocates and Allies program, developed by their NSF ADVANCE FORWARD group. Twenty-three male faculty volunteered to attend one of these one-hour training sessions that reviewed the benefits of diversity for everyone, the need for male diversity partners, the risks and rewards of participating, and how male faculty can lead in this effort. This group of twenty-three male faculty formed the core of the Advocates and Allies group on our campus. During the next two years, each quarter the original attendees were invited to participate in a one-hour training seminar led by two of their peers to assist in their ongoing education and understanding about climate-issues, impact, and strategies they can use to
advocate for women faculty in STEM. Twenty male faculty attended one or more of these sessions. Now in the final year of our ADVANCE grant, we are in the process of switching the Advocates and Allies program to a self-guided model, similar to the format currently being used for our Faculty Lunch program (now in its second year of this revised format). A steering committee of three male faculty have been identified and will assume responsibility for the Advocates and Allies programming. Working primarily during the summer, supported by a small stipend, they will plan and develop the programming (one meeting per quarter plus additional activities, as desired) for the next academic year. This format has worked well, with support from the grant personnel, for the Faculty Lunch program, and we hope to see similar success from the Advocates and Allies program. The difference in meeting frequency (once a month for the faculty lunches, which target women faculty, versus once a quarter for the Advocates and Allies group, targeting male faculty) may impact the latter, however. Meeting once a quarter is beneficial in that it provides time to reflect on issues between meetings, but it means that participants will be exposed to new material at a slower pace (particularly given that the related workshops and distinguished lectures will likely cease with the end of this academic year with the expiration of the grant). It is anticipated that project leaders will have to provide more assistance to the Advocates and Allies group until they develop a stronger understanding of issues, resources, and potential projects.

A mixture of quantitative and qualitative measures have been used to assess and evaluate the program, including an annual survey administered to all college faculty, in addition to faculty interviews and collection of institutional data. Completion rates on the annual survey (~80% for female faculty and ~50% for male faculty) have been good. Completion rates on the faculty interviews for female faculty and administrators have been around 90%. The size of the college (under 100 faculty members) and small number of female faculty members (approximately 10 tenure-track/tenured) imposes some restrictions. First, identifiable information (aside from gender) is not included to protect the identity of the faculty member. Secondly, surveys are administered anonymously, so individual respondent’s responses cannot be compared over time. Lastly, survey results across different years must be interpreted carefully because the set of respondents may not be exactly the same from year to year.

On the annual survey, attendees appreciated that the Advocates and Allies Workshop and follow-up meetings were for male faculty only and that the facilitators presented practical suggestions about how to be more supportive of female faculty. The percentage of male faculty who reported that they understand gender-related work issues (81% in 2014 versus 74% in 2011, the first time this question was asked) and how to address them (78% in 2014 versus 68% in 2011, the first time this question was asked) was somewhat higher than when the ADVANCEing Faculty program began (Table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of men who strongly or somewhat agree:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I have a good understanding of gender-related work issues&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>74% (2011)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Percentage of men who strongly or somewhat agree:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&quot;I have a good understanding of ways to address gender-related work issues&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1
The increase in awareness among male faculty of gender-related issues and solution strategies from 2011 to 2013 may be attributable to the general increasing awareness of the overall program and opportunities to participate in its training activities, as suggested by faculty responses on the annual survey. The decreases in 2014 may be due to the fact that male faculty hired in 2013 and 2014 did not participate in most of the workshops, distinguished lectures, or Advocates and Allies sessions which focused on gender-related issues in years 1 – 4 (since these either occurred before they were hired or during their first year of employment).

Faculty gave the initial Advocates & Allies Workshop high marks. In interviews, several male faculty and administrators said that the ADVANCEing Faculty program, and particularly the Distinguished Lecturer workshops and Advocates and Allies program, had increased their knowledge about gender-related work issues and how to address them. Faculty appreciated that the workshops provided concrete suggestions for ways to address gender inequities. Male faculty members’ comments included:

- “It’s seeding some things, like oh wow, I need to look at for X, like this kind of bias or this kind of stereotype. I think people are a lot more sensitive to that now. I think at the beginning, a lot of people weren’t sure about those kind of things or hadn’t heard about those kind of things. I think that’s been positive… I think we all thought we were going to pay attention to try to elevate or hire women or promote them. But it’s a conversation that’s come up more. You have these workshops and it seems like it spills out. If I have a search committee, I’m going to look to see, oh, wow, we don’t have the balance that we could. There might have been that awareness before but I think it raises attention to it. With respect to interacting with students, the way students receive information differently. Jenna [the PI of the ADVANCEing Faculty program] talks about how females get a lot of their self-value externally, vs. males [who get a lot of it] internally. So if the male makes a poor grade, [he thinks] it was a lousy professor or places the blame externally, whereas the female will think, there must be something bad about me. That wasn’t something I had thought about. As a guy teaching class, I’m just going to set the expectations and it just is what it is. It does go a little deeper than that. Even if [female students] are perfectly fine and successful, some of them may bolt and scare off. So there are conversations that you can have to try to mitigate that.”

- “It has really raised awareness among the rest of us as to things that we could be doing and should be doing in order to make the environment more friendly and hospitable to women and minorities...Some of these workshops, like stereotyping and imposter syndrome, have really opened my eyes in some ways because there were some issues that I simply was not aware of. The visitors that Jenna [the PI of the ADVANCEing Faculty program] has been able to bring to campus and the topics that have been discussed here, that has really helped me grow in certain ways.”

- “I think the grant has been very successful at raising awareness. That’s probably the best thing that you can do.”

In particular, male administrators indicated that the programs have helped increase their awareness of equity issues and how to address them. They noted that the grant has been very good for the college and university and that they were pleased to have the grant. In particular, male faculty who attended the Advocates and Allies Program found it meaningful, noted that it exceeded their expectations, and appreciated the practical suggestions on how to be more supportive of female faculty.

The Advocates and Allies program was created in response to requests from male faculty to learn more about what they could do to support and advance change around the gender issues about which they were learning from the distinguished lectures and workshops delivered by national
level experts. Therefore, starting with training on gender issues for all faculty is one way to generate interest in this type of program. Our Advocates and Allies program is morphing to provide more training (since new faculty come in to the university all of the time, who did not participate in much of the original training provided by the grant) and to engage a faculty team, much like the revised Faculty Lunch program. Not only will this approach be more sustainable as our ADVANCE Program ends, but it has the potential to create a stronger sense of ownership among the participants and grow a stronger leadership base among male faculty. Its success, however, will be dependent upon strong and committed male faculty willing to learn enough about gender issues and solutions to effectively lead this group, nurture its growth, and champion its initiatives.

**West Virginia University**

West Virginia University is the flagship land-grant, doctoral degree-granting research university in the state, consisting of 15 colleges and schools offering 191 bachelors, masters, doctoral, and professional degree programs serving approximately 30,000 students, undergraduate, graduate and professional students. The majority of West Virginia University’s students are nonresidents (51%), male (52%), and white (83%). West Virginia University is located in a small college town (i.e., 30,293 residents). As the only state institution classified by the Carnegie Foundation as doctoral granting, Research High, the university occupies a unique position within the state and aspires to attain and maintain the highest Carnegie research ranking by 2020. There are approximately 1,700 full-time instructional faculty, who generate over $175 million annually in sponsored contracts and research grants.

West Virginia University is a unique case study of the Advocates program because the institution was three years into its institutional change efforts before the program began on campus. At the time of the Advocates program’s inception, an ADVANCE Center was well established, known, and trusted by faculty in the targeted colleges and campus, campus leaders (President, Provost, and key Deans) actively supported the change initiatives, very engaged internal and external ADVANCE advisory boards were established and meeting regularly, a team of eight NSF site visitors had come to the campus for the third year site visit, a number of macro and micro level change strategies had been utilized, and the internal and external evaluators had three years of qualitative and quantitative data to assess the effectiveness of the change efforts. It was a critical time to find ways to sustain and extend successful initial change efforts. West Virginia University ADVANCE had prioritized efforts to engage faculty in a number of change processes that promoted collective engagement in institutional transformation and the achievement of gender-equity and diversity goals. True institutional transformation and sustainability requires broad individual and collective participation from faculty and administrators of both sexes. The West Virginia University Advocates program was designed to bring in as many male faculty as possible as individual institutional change agents. It was expected that Advocates would be active and effective proponents of gender/race diversity and equity specifically in terms of increasing the number of female faculty (including women of color), encouraging the hiring and promotion of female faculty in administrative positions, and ensuring the fair and equitable treatment of women (and POC) in their institutional units.

In 2009, West Virginia University welcomed a new president who had a record of leadership in successfully increasing the diversity in his role as Provost at his previous institution. Two of the
President’s top five goals were to: 1) lower faculty workload by adding 100 new faculty lines by 2012 and 2) diversify the campus. In January 2010 the University named a new Provost. This Provost likewise had a demonstrated record of commitment to social justice and diversity. As the former Dean of Science at her previous institution, she was the PI for their successful ADVANCE award, and she had worked on multiple projects to enhance campus accessibility for persons with disabilities. Both leaders recognized that diversifying the campus and lowering faculty workload were essential to enable faculty to excel. These leaders, especially the Provost, were keenly aware of NSF ADVANCE and publically provided support for the work, integrated ADVANCE Center personnel into University faculty development and/or other significant University events, created multiple levels of accountability with individual faculty, Chairs, Deans, the Provost, and the President, maintained regular contact with the ADVANCE leadership, and provided a supplemental budget ($357,000 over a four-year period) that expanded the ADVANCE work beyond the two targeted colleges. Five new Deans and a number of other top administrators were externally hired under their leadership (2009-2014).

West Virginia University received a five year ADVANCE IT grant in 2010 and the primary focus was the sixteen STEM and social and behavioral science (SBS) departments found within the College of Arts and Sciences and the College of Engineering. West Virginia University’s ADVANCE grant utilized a number of core strategies common to transforming higher-education institutions. The initiatives targeted the university, college and individual levels of the institution and included training chairs and search committees to mitigate implicit bias, a number of regular workshops for departmental leaders on how to provide assistance to faculty around issues of workload balance, utilizing new policies, and attrition planning so that flexible work practices continue despite leadership changes, implementing work-life policies that promote more flexibility for tenure and non-tenure-track faculty, expansion of dual-career resources to cover academic and non-academic couples and retention of current faculty, establishing faculty sponsorship (external mentoring) programs to promote research and networking among STEM/SBS women, a series of skill building workshops for STEM/SBS women, a women’s leadership initiative, and a campus speaker’s series that focused on “why diversity matters”.

In addition, a team of West Virginia University’s faculty and an external consultant developed the Dialogues process. The Dialogues program was one of the most visible activities implemented at West Virginia University through the IT grant. This department-level intervention was designed to change the current group dynamic in ways that promoted more positive climates for women. The primary intention of West Virginia University’s department level work was to modify day to day behaviors and practices that reproduce gender inequity by promoting full participation by all faculty in discussions, planning for the department’s future, and decision making. Instead of providing content about issues impeding gender equity, facilitators focused on supporting behaviors to promote equity. Thus, the facilitators introduced and modeled a process for inclusive decision-making and enhanced communication at the department-level to improve overall climate and therefore promote inclusion and gender equity. Dialogues enhanced departments’ awareness of other successful change efforts, optimism about the success of their own change efforts, and feelings of group agency in promoting gender equity (i.e., improving the recruitment, retention, promotion, and movement into leadership positions of female faculty within departments), while decreasing levels of dependence and conflict and increasing levels of cooperation and reliance among faculty members. These effects were especially strong in engineering departments, where the need is particularly acute.
The questions of how to best maintain and sustain the positive changes in departmental group dynamics and how to empower male faculty to be part of the change effort remained at the end of year three of the West Virginia University ADVANCE grant. The successful North Dakota State University Advocates program presented an opportunity to engage male faculty in ongoing dialogues about what constitutes positive department climate for attaining gender equity. To date, 27 West Virginia University STEM/SBS men have attended the initial Advocates training offered by three North Dakota State University faculty Advocates. Because West Virginia University faculty responded so positively to the program, two North Dakota State University Advocates returned to campus in September 2014 to assist male faculty in creating a formal West Virginia University Advocates program. The primary goal was for the Advocates to provide internal ongoing support and stabilization of positive department-level climate outcomes. Seven CCC men worked with two North Dakota State University Advocates to draft a mission statement and plan of action for the upcoming year. The West Virginia University ADVANCE Advocates group has now officially launched and they have a primary link on the ADVANCE website. This group is a network of male faculty working with other male faculty to build, promote and sustain an equitable university for people of all genders.

The core group contains seven members who meet every two weeks. The current focus of the group is to build a network of Allies – male faculty members located in as many units as possible across the University who actively seek to make positive changes to promote a more equal-opportunity environment in the workplace. As part of this effort, the group reviews and discusses recent articles from the literature (often, short online articles backed up by longer scholarly texts) and attempts to place them into context with their shared experiences within West Virginia University. Goals over the coming year are to poll a large number of female faculty across West Virginia University to obtain a specific and accurate list of actions to focus on changing. Of particular interest is to build up a list of simple “best practices” which faculty members can implement immediately to have a positive impact on the working environment. In parallel to this, the group is also developing a set of training materials for use in one-hour seminars which they plan to run later in the 2015 calendar year to inform potential Allies about the most pressing campus issues. The ultimate goal of the group is to expand its reach across the West Virginia University campuses and form self-sustaining subgroups who are active within each campus.

Lehigh University

Lehigh University is a private, research intensive, Ph.D. granting institution founded in 1865 to contribute to the “intellectual and moral improvement” of men in the Lehigh Valley region of Pennsylvania. It was 106 years later, in 1971 when women first matriculated as undergraduates. Now, in its 150th year, Lehigh University educates over 4600 undergraduates and 2000 graduate students while still honoring this proud heritage as it looks ahead. Part of looking towards the future is acknowledging that women faculty at Lehigh University have not advanced equitably, and those in STEM fields face particular challenges. Thus, several policies around tenure clock extension and work-life balance were implemented while applying for an institutional transformation award from the NSF ADVANCE program. In 2010, Lehigh University was a successful recipient of the grant. At that time, women comprised 27% of 430 tenure track faculty across 37 departments organized into four colleges: Arts & Sciences; Engineering;
Business & Economics; and Education organized across two main academic campus locations. At the start of the grant there were approximately 16% tenure track women faculty in STEM, including the social science departments of psychology, sociology/anthropology, and economics; 10% of all ranked faculty in engineering were women; and there were still departments with either zero or one woman on faculty. To date, women make up approximately 20% of tenure track STEM faculty; all departments have at least one woman, and engineering has about 13% women.

The ADVANCE IT award is a prominent campus resource for providing senior leaders and faculty women the tools for increasing the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women through a combination of support, education, and policy facing activities. To provide several examples, we established a community of women STEM faculty; together with the Vice Provost for Academic Diversity, faculty search committees from across campus learn about and benefit from current best practices; new recruitment expectations and documentation enhance transparency and accountability. The culture of mentoring is shifting as ADVANCE instituted a new interdisciplinary model of multiple mentors for pre-tenure faculty and shifted attention to needs of associate professors to level the playing field, consider time to full professor, and address mentoring needs for post-tenure faculty, too. ADVANCE at Lehigh University has influenced college-level dialogue about promotion and tenure criteria for interdisciplinary faculty; we gather STEM department chairs to discuss components of supportive culture and how to operationalize that in meaningful ways for the success of all faculty. Lehigh University ADVANCE principles are represented on a university-wide Council for Equity and Community as a broad spectrum of university students, staff, faculty and administration strive to learn and model, support, and promote a diverse and inclusive community. To do this work, the labor and voices of gender equity cannot be solely carried by women, and thus we sought to emulate the North Dakota State University’s Advocates and Allies program.

In October 2013, a trio of North Dakota State University ADVANCE FORWARD male Advocates came to Lehigh University to deliver a pair of workshops for tenured men interested in contributing to more gender equity. The workshop’s goals were to increase awareness about the status and climate for women in STEM at Lehigh University; to explore male privilege in society and the academy; to define behaviors and actions men can try out that could positively impact women, without the unintended effect of a dysfunctional rescue; and to describe a model of engagement wherein all those who attended are Allies and a subset agree to the role of Advocate in order to take ownership and leadership of the future of the initiative (paralleling the North Dakota State University approach). Institutionally, the objective of the program was to develop a cadre of Allies hailing from each of the departments, with an initial priority in STEM; while we hoped to gain Advocates representing each of the four colleges. Invitations to the workshop were sent to all tenured men.

Eighteen faculty men from across campus, but mostly in STEM fields, attended one of two workshop sessions, and the North Dakota State University team collected evaluations to be analyzed by their internal program evaluator. The feedback indicated the workshop was received positively; that faculty in attendance did gain an understanding of their role in not being bystanders; and that there are concrete actions and behaviors they can take. The “10 Things Men Can Do” list was well received, and attendees of one session even identified a new one about not
partaking in the “meeting after the meeting” that may often take place in spaces, such as the men’s restroom, that exclude women. As part of the workshop, men were invited to sign up to be the first Advocates: four did just this (representing chemical engineering, computer science and engineering, mathematics and theater). Advocates, the invitation explained, would have a key function of educating another cohort of men to increase the number of male Allies on campus. The outcomes and feedback from the workshop was shared with all the male Allies and the women STEM faculty community.

After the workshop, the provost hosted a planning meeting with the Advocates, Vice Provost for Academic Diversity, and the ADVANCE Grant director and manager with the purpose of defining the actions Advocates could take to launch their roles and the initiative. The faculty members expressed feelings about not being knowledgeable enough to lead a new Ally training session. They did agree to join the ADVANCE Leadership Team to gain insight into the issues nationally and at Lehigh University. The Advocates also agreed an important step for them was to dialogue with female colleagues to gain understanding about women’s perceptions about the climate and how culture impact them. Thus, late in the spring semester, a luncheon was hosted to bring men and women together with the goal of making contact and advancing understanding.

Recognizing that this group of Advocates still needed direction, at the start of Fall 2014, members of the ADVANCE team met with the Advocates to brainstorm specific work that they each might be able to deliver. Three main areas of priority emerged. The first is to expand the network of named Allies and Advocates and to then determine if Lehigh University should make the distinction in roles. Each person agreed to propose a list of men and submit for invitation. The second priority includes leading conversations about the climate and impacts for women. Because a COACHE climate survey was recently conducted and one of the Advocates was part of that survey committee, it was agreed that this individual could be a lead on dissemination of the findings, particularly those related to gender and gender and STEM to various audiences on campus. Finally, it made sense to these individuals to play a role in the future of the recruitment training of their colleagues.

Expanding the network has begun. In late Fall 2014, 20 men (most new to the effort), the existing Advocates, and the Provost participated in a conversation about the things related to gender equity that they viewed as important to change or act upon, and to propose specific tracts of work (with some suggestions by the ADVANCE team, as modeled by North Dakota State University recommendations). The major themes are organized below, and the next step (start of Spring 2015) is to invite them to prioritize their engagement and form working teams around 3-5 initiatives. We also aim to run a program or two that continues the “making contact” frame of dialoguing with women colleagues.

The major themes identified from this process include:

- Continue to assist with Faculty Recruitment training
- Improve the classroom environment, culturally relevant pedagogy
  - Faculty-student interactions
  - Student-student, and student retention
- Continue to talk with women about gender bias and meaningful solutions
- Advocate for service work to be valued
- Skills and Resource building to advocate for gender equity.

At Lehigh University, the copy/paste of the model of Advocate-led training and growing Allies as launched at North Dakota State University has not yet matched where our faculty are. There was not a readiness to be leaders, in part out of fear of not being “expert enough.” Thus, there has been a slower pace of engagement and program impacts than initially anticipated. However, it is important to point out that the entire climate has been shifting on campus and all layers of the organization from the President to students and staff have diversity at the top of mind. This subtle context shift means the way in which we dialogue and break down obstacles for engagement are stronger today than they were a year ago. The amount of service work asked of tenured faculty at an institution our size can at times hamstring important initiatives that do not have personal passion as the driving motivation. Also at Lehigh University is the recognition that we do need to revalue this type of service, and not cheapen it, and not expect teaching or research to always be operating at the fullest level when an individual is deeply engaged as an advocate of equity. We learned that asking men to help can embolden some individuals to feel they need to be the ‘rescuers’ of women and ride in like knights in shining armor, while other individuals are reluctant to misspeak or make matters worse for women (or for themselves, if they might not be supported). Having these conversations should strengthen the initiative as we define it going forward. Now, Lehigh University is at a place where the men passionate about advancing gender equity can find more visible paths to empowered action and a strong evaluation scheme can be designed.

Lehigh University recommends engaging men in frequent conversations with multiple leaders and women to arrive at a list of actions. We do recommend following their naturally occurring energy, and are hopeful a workstream approach will help meet our goals. Our faculty like to be part of the development process of new initiatives, and taking the time to do that can be critical, especially in a smaller organization’s service context.

**University of Maine**

University of Maine is a public land grant institution with 11,000 full-time and part-time students. The campus is located in a small town in a rural area of a sparsely populated state. It is one of seven campuses in the University of Maine System. All of the faculty in the University of Maine System are represented by a single faculty union, the Associate Faculties of the Universities of Maine, which negotiates salary and workplace policy agreements.

Approximately 460 tenured and tenure-track faculty members are employed at University of Maine. There are 300 faculty members in the science, technology, mathematics, and science (STEM) and social and behavioral science (SBS) discipline departments, and just 75 of these STEM and SBS faculty members are women: the percentage of women faculty members in these disciplines is below the national average. Because of the institution’s location and relatively small faculty, faculty face disciplinary isolation, lack of disciplinary mentors, and limited networking opportunities.

University of Maine was awarded a 5-year ADVANCE Institutional Transformation grant in 2010. The research focus is the relationship between faculty satisfaction and recruitment, retention and advancement. The PI of the grant is the Provost of University of Maine. Three co-
PIs are in STEM and SBS disciplines; the co-PI leading the research team is not. Additional personnel include a director (the several directors have been both part-time and full-time), a research team, an evaluation team, a faculty liaison, a communications specialist, and office staff. Throughout the grant the Co-PIs and others have met every other week to review the programs and evaluations to make decisions about future activities.

One of the organizing structures of the University of Maine Rising Tide Center is its Advancement Initiatives Council, which is a body of about 25 faculty, staff, and administrators including the Provost, Vice Presidents of Research and Human Resources, the Director of Equal Opportunity, the deans of all academic colleges, and the Director of Cooperative Extension. This committee meets twice per semester to address an issue identified through the grant research on faculty satisfaction, or through evaluation of the program components.

Developing an Advocates group based on the North Dakota State University model was initiated in support of the grant goal to decrease isolation and improve University of Maine STEM/SBS women faculty recruitment, retention, and advancement. Plans for North Dakota State University to visit were already initiated by the fall of 2013 when an University of Maine NSF site visit report stated: "When there are so many male faculty in the target departments it is critical to get their support in the institutional transformation process; the North Dakota State University Advocates and Allies program is an excellent one to use as a model."

University of Maine Rising Tide Center invited North Dakota State University to offer Allies Training in March 2014. The short term goal in the evaluation plan is to increase the pool of male faculty members trained in unconscious bias issues and improve diversity equity. The long term goal is improvement of advancement of STEM/SBS women faculty.

The Rising Tide Center invited over 300 male faculty members and department leaders from all disciplines, and about 12 upper administrators to attend Allies and Advocates training. The respondents were not screened in any way. Six administrators attended a special North Dakota State University training session to focus on their concerns, and 26 faculty members and administrators attended two additional sessions. Of the 22 evaluations received at the open sessions, 20 participants reported that they expected to be able to use the training in their work. In interviews participants expressed interest in developing an Advocates program.

As a result, University of Maine invited the North Dakota State University team to return in October 2014 to facilitate a two-day “Advocates and Allies Development Conference” to initiate a new Advocates group. The Rising Tide Center invited all male faculty members to attend the Conference and become Advocates, and personally asked one SBS faculty member who had been active in supporting the grant development to join in order to share his disciplinary knowledge of gender in society. Ten faculty members registered as Advocates for the 2014-2015 year; ten more asked to become Advocates in 2015. In the on-line conference registration the participants provided professional information and responded to two prompts: “Why you support ADVANCE at University of Maine,” and “Your goals and priorities as an Advocate.” The registrants were not screened based on their answers, but the facilitators used the information when developing their facilitation plan. The registration form offered participants a small stipend for the year of participation.
The Conference kicked-off with another open Allies and Advocates training, expanding on the March event but accessible to all attendees. University of Maine has 32 Allies trained through the March and October workshops. Nine Advocates completed the Development Conference and now meet on a regular schedule. University of Maine does not have an Allies or Advocates pledge. The Advocates’ mission is “A group of men concerned with gender bias, who support the goals of the ADVANCE Rising Tide program by working to improve the climate for women in academia with the goal of enhancing personal and professional outcomes for the entire University of Maine community.” The objectives they developed in consultation with the ADVANCE co-PIs are

- to assist the ADVANCE team by demonstrating support within the wider campus community;
- to recognize and work to reduce the impact of our own implicit biases;
- to be an individual voice for gender equity within our programs;
- to expand the pool of male faculty allies and advocates / to recruit more male faculty to act as allies and advocates;
- to provide education and training for other men and allies to support our mission and objectives; and
- to take personal and collective action that contributes to changes in University policies and structures.

The two Advocate leaders attend the regular co-PI meetings and they bring a new and exciting perspective with fresh ideas. The Advocates are considering alternative methods of using the stipend budget to further advance the goals, such as developing a reference library. Each Advocate has a personal action plan and journals his advocacy experiences to support both his own development and the evaluation of Advocate effectiveness. In the spring of 2015 the Advocates plan to offer Allies training and in the fall of 2015 they hope to bring in additional Advocates from the waiting list.

Prior to the Allies and Advocate training at University of Maine many men had already participated in ADVANCE workshops and other activities. This prior participation might have increased interest in the Allies and Advocates idea. General invitations to Allies training through flyers and email reminders were effective. The earlier Allies training also seemed to develop enthusiasm for the later Advocates training. The broad distribution invitations (“Dear Colleague”) were not effective at generating enthusiasm for the two-day Advocates Development Conference. The Advocates were recruited primarily by personal email invitations from one co-PI to men who had attended the Allies training or other ADVANCE workshops.

University of Maine looks forward to the Advocates’ activities, and to evaluating the effectiveness of the Advocates group in advancing the institutional goals.

**Conclusions and Recommendations**

Advocates and Allies programs intentionally establish networks of trained male faculty who work with other male faculty to promote gender equity. In this paper, we describe the implementation of Advocates and Allies programs at the original ADVANCE institution as well as four others, representing a broad range of institutional characteristics. Together, the five Advocates and Allies programs have equipped hundreds of male faculty with the knowledge and
skills to implement new strategies to promote a more equitable climate for women faculty. Working in cooperation with their female colleagues, advocates and allies can effect real change, from individual-level actions to improved institution-level policies.

Looking across the five institutions, we see several themes to implementing Advocates and Allies programs.

- **North Dakota State University**: The implementation and organization of Advocates and Allies program must be intentional. By coordinating with female colleagues on campus, Advocates and Allies groups can focus their efforts on areas of highest institutional need and highest potential impact. Advocates and Allies groups should focus their primary attention toward men yet maintain accountability to women.

- **Louisiana Tech University**: In order for institutions to create Advocates and Allies program, male faculty must gain awareness of issues such as implicit bias and its impact on the success of their female peers. Initial trainings or seminars are one way to help men improve their knowledge and awareness and prepare them for roles as Advocates.

- **West Virginia University**: Each of the five institutions described here have received an NSF ADVANCE grant (either IT or PAID). So all of these institutions, as early as the proposal writing stage, were having campus conversations about gender equity and inclusion. Thus, non-ADVANCE institutions will need to do some of the basic work to prepare their campus for this program. Powerful institutional leaders must be publically on-board, supportive, and engaged in the Advocates program. Endorsement and support of top university administrators are critical.

- **Lehigh University**: A major hurdle to forward progress is lack of action due to perceived inadequacies in expertise or power on the part of the male advocates. Many male supporters are well intentioned but do not feel they have the expertise necessary to be viewed as champions of gender equity. It is therefore critical to develop and sustain knowledge, awareness, and skills. Collaborative, vocal, and visible support for this initiative at multiple, and especially senior administrative, levels of the organization appears to be important to impart resources and to sustain Advocates and Allies programs. When senior male leaders join in, it adds credibility to the effort and helps to expand the network of learners. It also enables senior leaders the opportunity to publicly recognize and value the contributions of Advocates and Allies.

- **University of Maine**: Each of the five Advocates and Allies institutions had already established trusted ADVANCE programs offering resources to administrators and faculty members before initiating Allies or Advocates training or establishing an Advocates group, and the Advocates programs are seen as a means of sustaining grant activities beyond funding.

We conclude with select recommendations for institutions considering to establish Advocates and Allies programs.

- **North Dakota State University**: A core group of individuals, balanced between STEM and non-STEM and modestly sized between five and ten individuals, needs to assume the responsibility to start an Advocates and Allies program. Clear identification of attainable goals, such as offering campus-wide training or improving a particular institutional policy, can help focus an Advocates and Allies group, build cohesion, promote purpose and accountability, and provide a platform for growth.
• Louisiana Tech University: Start by offering training for everyone on common issues like implicit bias, the double bind, stereotypes, micro-inequities and micro-aggressions, and the value of diversity (a la Scott Page, University of Michigan). This is important because it builds a common understanding and provides motivation and interest among male faculty to participate in an Advocates and Allies program. Ongoing training and identification of a core group of dedicated male faculty are key to long-term program operation.

• West Virginia University: It is important to ask men to help change the culture and climate of our academic institutions. When possible, the process needs to be as organic as possible. It is probable that it will take some time for male faculty to feel expert enough about gender equity issues to publically engage others in the change process. Engaging as a change agent is not easy, for either female or male faculty. There are all types of personal and structural barriers and resistance to change work. The Advocates program, when properly embedded in a larger campus conversation of inclusion and change, helps remove many of those barriers to engagement.

• Lehigh University: Hold group discussions with the male Advocates and Allies early on. What do they perceive as the important or pressing issues on campus to be addressed? Where do they feel empowered to make a difference? What education or support do they need to get started? These programs will look different at each institution based on the feedback garnered from these discussions. Be open to adapt the model in scope and structure to the context of the institution while retaining accountability to defined goals. Educate key players about what has been tried and worked or not worked in other institutions or social justice domains, and try an approach that meets faculty where they are along the readiness continuum. When considering how to adapt the model, support Advocates’ and Allies' naturally occurring energy and find parallels with existing faculty development and culture change efforts to strengthen buy-in.

• University of Maine: The University of Wisconsin-Madison WISELI national program “Breaking the Bias Habit: A Workshop to Promote Gender Equity” provides excellent supporting material including a clear, common vocabulary for Advocates, Allies, and others on campus to use when discussing gender bias.
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